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ABSTRACT

A lattice gas automata (LQA) model Is descrlbd, which couples wlute
trans~d with chemical reactions at mineral sudaces and In pore nehvorks.
Chemlc~J reactions and transporl are Integrated Into a FHP-I LGA code
as a module so that the approach is readily transportable to other codes.
Diffusion In a bx calcdatlons are compared to finite element Ficluan dif-
fusion results and provide an approach to quantifying space-time ratios
of the models. Chemical reactions at solid surfaces, including precipi-
tatlon/dissolution, sorption, and catalyllc reactlor!, can be exarnlned with
the model -W solute diffusion and mlneraJ surface processes are
ail treated expkltty. The simplicity and flexibility of the L(3A approach
provides the ablltty to study the interrelationship between fluid flow and
chemical reactions In porous materials, at a level of complexky that has
not previously been computationally possible.
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1. Introduction

Chemical reaction processes are often spatially distributed in both nat-
ural and engineered systems. Many of these systems also involve intrin-

sically coupled hydrologic and chemioal processes. In natural systems, a
detailed description of mineral-fluid interaction is critical toour understand-
ing of a wide variety of geochemical processes, including weathering, dl-
agenesis, and hydrotherm~ alteration, There are a variety of practical
geochemica.1problems which demand sophisticated mdeling capabilities.
In petroleum reservoirs, issues of interest include oil migration, secondary
recovery processes, and the evolution and/or manipulation of porosity,
Similarly, reactions during groundwater flow arid contaminant migration
are important in environmental systems.

* chemical reac:lon models have become increasingly comprehen-
sive, It has been recognized that chemical reactions between rocks and
aqueous solutlons are hetWOgeneG&3on both spatld and temporal scales,
and that new modeling approaches are required to better understand many
pressing issues. Interrelated factors such as rock texture, mineral distribu-
tion, and pore or fracture network geometty all effect processes of mineral
dlssolutlon, deposltlon, afid mass transpod. For bulk rea~,[lons or large
scales of tens to thouands of meters, models of geochemlcal processes
have provkkct significant Insights using averaged or phenomenologlcal
descriptions of the peI rneablllty, fluld f!ow fields, mineral dlstrlbutions, and
fluid composltlGo. 1 There are also models for reactions on the molecular
scale.z Between these two Sc.ale8, however, there is a paucity of gen-
eral and flexlble models of fluld-rock InteractIon. T ‘Is intermediate scale
is particularity Important to a quantitative understanding of both geochem-
Ical and flow processes in natural porous media because It is preasely
the scale at which most detailed anaJytlcaL experimental, and descriptive
methd.s provide Information. In addltlon, describing coupled fluld flow and
chemlcd reactions h= proven to be espedally difficult using conventional
modellng techniques. = This Is partlcularty true for trtmslent problems In
which fluld flow andor minerat reac:lon rates vary as a fundon of time.

Rothman7 and Travlo and otheme examined potential applications of
lattice gas automata (LGA) methuls to geological problems by formulating
models to simulate flow through complex porous media, Wa are lnvestl-
gatlng LGA models for slmulathg coupled solute t~ansporl and chemical
reactions at mineral ~uda~s. Primary dV~ta(p3 of this apprOaCh are
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that coupled fluid flowahemical rmction processes are implicitly includsd,
and that processes can be simulated which are heterogeneous in boti?
space and time. Thus, LGA calculations appear to ~ ideally suited to
the analysis of systems in the critical intemwcflate spatial scale range.
The addition of chemical reactions and solute transpofi to LGA mcdels
of porous flow, as described here, ~nstitutes a Powefiul new tool for the
cOmputatlond analysis of complex geoti6mlcal processes, Of particular
interest are the pore-scale description of pxous media and information
about spatiaJ and temporal heterogeneities In flow and reaction.

IL bttlce ga8 wtomata hydrodynamic model

The core of our approach is a LGA hydrodynamic model. Such models
are being developed and wplled to the Investigation of 2 and 3-D hydro-
dynamic processes. ’11 The chemical reaction algorithm la designed to be
integrated Into the hydrxfynamlc coden as a relatively selfantained mod-
ule. AJlcalculations presented in this paper use the minimal collislon 2-D
FHP-I model of Frlsch, Hasslacher, and Pomeau.la in the FHP-I modw,
fluid partkles travel on a hexagonal symmefdc IatUcs. Up to six particles
can occupy any node, but exclusion rules allow only one padlcle traveling
In any one diredon to occupy a node. This m~el has been shown to pro-
vide a numericsd solution to ttw hvodlmenslonal Navler-Stokes equadons,
and thus Is capable of mcdeli~ real systems ‘2113

LGA collislon rwes a.atlsfy consemation of momentum and pafllcle
numhr at evety node on a lattice. In an FHP-I model, two types of
collisions are remgnlzed, head-on two patide collisions and symmetric
three-particle colllsiona. Particles involved in a collision are simply rotated
60 degrees. For twqwtlcle collisions, pardcles rotate clockwl$e half of
the timo and counterclockwise the other half of the time. Particle-wall colli-
sions result In tie 180 d~ree rotation of the parlkle, maintaining a no-~llp
boundary c.mdltton.

Ill, Ctwmfcal ructlon 8ub-mod81s

The simplest models for chemical processes In a porous media Involve
dlffuslon in the solvent occupying pores, and reactions at solid surfaces.
Our predominant interest m In systems Involvlng solutes In an aqueous
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solvent, however, chemical processes in oil or gas saturated systems or
even two-phase systems14 can also be examined using the LGA method.
Surface rsactlons may Involve significant mass transfer vla dissolution
andor precipitation, whkh modifies the pore nehvork structure and thus
the hydrodynamic environment. When the components of interest are at
minor or trace concentrations, sorption and deso@lon reactions become
Important and the pore nehvork may be either fixed or variable. Catalytic
reactions of solutes at solid surfaces could also be modeled using this
approach. To provide the flexibility to model such procasses, the chemi-
cal state of the system is dmcribed in parallel to the hydrodynamic state.
Thus, the concentration of each chemical species or component is stored
for eve~ fluid and solid node. Calculation of chemical processes is inte-
grated with the flow CaJculatlons at each time step after movement of the
particles on the Iattka and before the analysis of colllsion results. Such
an approach Is not Iimlted to one solute spedes or Immiscible species. In
addition, as noted above, the approach is directly poflable between LGA
models.

A. Dlffualon

Solutes are trmsported down a concentfatlon g:adlent by diffusion,
To simulate dlffuslon In an LQA model, a concentration of an hypothetical
solute Is assigned to each open space node. If the mass of solute or
changes In me mass of solute are small relative to the total mass of so-
lution, only minor pedurbations 0? unit momentum for the Iattlce p@cles
are Involved whkh can be ignored. This approach to solutlon composition
track.lng Is slmllar to the energy tracking approach of Sero-Gulllaume and
Bemardln. 15Each pWcle Is asalgned a concentration equal to that of the
nrde at which It is melding. During each time step, ~cles travel to new
nodes and the concentration of those nodes is assigned the concentration
of the arriving PaRkie. If more than one partlcls arrives at a node during
a time step, the resutdng concentration at that node Wcomes the mean
concentration of afl pWcle8 (Figure 1). During the next time step, all par”
tkiee carry the mean concentration to their next destination. This method
of simulating dlffuslon contrasts with models for Inter-dlffuslon of dlfierent
types or species of partkles,!8’17 In several ways. Ptlmarlly, exterision
of the approach to multkomponent dlffuslon Is falriy straight for~emi In
addltlon, the rate of dlffuslon can potentlaJly be varied for al! solutes or be-
tvveen solutes by merely tranaferrlng Increments of fmcentratkm between
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nodes by the flow of LQA particles.
his approach has been examined by ~rformmg a set of calculations

of Wfuslon In a closed LMx (Figure 2) The inltlal concentration field con-
sists of a step tindon In whkh the concentration equals 32 amitrary urms
m the left haff of the box, and 8 umts In the rrght half. Mean concentration
profiles at dlfferen! ttme steps for the LGA calculation are m good agree-
ment with profiles calculated using a finite difference technique (Figure 2).
Each point on the observed profiies constitute the average value of eacn
column m the box. Thk calculation was performed with an average den-
sity of 1.2 patides per node, or a reduced density (parlicles per direction
per node) of 0.2.

The overall rate of dlffuslon IS a function of me P@de density and
frequency of interactions (Figure 4). 9y lweplng track of concentration on
the level of nodes rather thari partkles, cmcentration exchange between
pmfcles occurs even without collision when multiple particles reside on
a single node. me resulting dlffusloncoefficients are relatively indepen-
dent of mean free path for pSftkle collisions. However, diffusion ooeffl-
del:ts are SbOngly depmdent on component mass on the lattlce, which
increases linearly with perlkfe denstty. In tiltfon, diffusion profiles tend
to be smoother and less noisy as psutfcle densities and number of nodes
m the box lncre~.

The L(3A model has no Intrlnslc tem~raf or spatial scale: however the
rate of diffusion may be used to delineate the space-time ralationshlps of
models that are twlng appiled to real phys~ problems. For Instance,
If we are mterestgd in dlffuslonof Ions In an aqueous solution, we can
choose a diffusion coeffkient of 10-s m%ec- 1, whkh Is an appropriate
value for several Ions of geological importance such as Ca++, Cl-, and
Fe*. la By ~~lng either the nodal dlrrrension or the length of the
time step, the other quantity can be determmed by oompdrfng LGA results
to Ficklan dlffuefonCsJculations. For example, at a reduced density of
0.2 If we assume the LGA model time step Is 1 second and the dlffuslon
coefficient ehve, the nodal spacing is 0.002 m.

Suffaa reacttono Involvlng d18801ut10nand predpltatlon a-e Simulated
by allowlng WSJInodes to sewe as sources or slnb for mass of a dissolved
component. Whenever a pertkle collldes with a wall, a unit of mass may
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be exchanged, thus Increasing or decreasing the local concentration in
solution depending upon the saturation slate of the fluld (Figure 5). A
probability of masa transfer Is defined for each colllsion whkh is a function
if the saturation state of the mineral (Figure 6). The maximum probability
can be adjusted to match the reac$lon rate of the mineral of interest. The
shape of the probability function in Figure 6 was designed to be consistent
with transition state theory in which the rate of reaction is a function of
the degree of disequilibrium between fluid and mineral.lg The probability
function is also consistent with thermodynamic theory in that the probability
of mass transfer is zero at equilibrium.

After some large number of mass transfer events in an undersaturated
fluid, a wall node becomes an open space node, simulatln~ dissolution
(Figure 5). Slmilady, after some number of supersaturated mass transbr
events, an open space node twcomes a wall node, simulating minerai
precipitation. The number of events required to create or destroy a wall
node depends on the relative concentrations per unit volume in the solvent
and solld phases.

Many mineral dissolution reactions are spatial!y heterogeneous. For
example, ayst.allqyaphlc defects are sites of excess strah energy which
constitute regions especially favorable to dissolution.20 Such heteroge-
neous sudace reactions can be simukted with the L(3A model by increas-
ing the probability of mass transfer in linear zones of a mineral. Figure
7a shows the early stages of a dissolution calculation with a central zone
of enhanced probability of mass transfer. Over thq course of this simula-
tion the entire wall recedes sllghtly, but the central region dissolves more
readily, resulting In an etch pit (Figure 7b). The local solution concentra-
tion within the etch pit is about the same as the concentration of the bulk
fluld. This Is the expected conflgurat~?n for surface+xntrolled dissolution
in whkh the rate-limiting step is the actual detachment of molecules from
the mineral surf-.

The LQA model can also be used to model transpoti-controlkd diseo-
Iution in whkh the rate-limiting step is the diffusion of the dissolved com-
ponent away from a mineral sufface. This is an important capability which
is posstde because the LGA model explicitly treats both the fluld and the
mineral surface. Other modeling approaches are limited to treating only
the mineral surf~m whkh precludes exarnlnatlon of diffusion control on
etch plt formation and audace dissolution. Figure 7CIllustrates an etch pit
dissolution calculation that is partially dlffusion%ontrolled. in this exampie
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the local solution concentration within the etch pit is much higher than the
concentration in the bulk fluid. In the etch pit, concentration is close to
the saturation point (40 concentration units in this example), thus the local
probability of mass transfer is low (Figure 6b) and continued dissolution
relies on the ability of the solute to diffuse out of the etch pit. Thus, for
similar extents of reaction, the calculation illustrate in Figure 7Cwas run
longer than that for Figure 7b.

Extension of these models to multiple solld phases for a single com-
ponent or sorption of a trace component on surfaces is straight forward.
Fleactions among multiple species in solution and reactions involving mul-
ticomponent solid phases will involve expansion to multiple component
tracking arrays and formulation of an efficient approach to reactions be-
tween components.

IV. Coupled Fluld Flow and Chemical Reectlono

Numerical models that describe coupled fluid flow and multl-component
chemical reactions in geological environments have proven very difficult
to implement. The transient form of the flow-reaction equations are ptiic-
ulady computatlonally unwieldy. The LGA approach is a viable alternative
to the more conventional finitedifference and finite element methods be-
cause it can be applied to systems, such as porous solids, with complex
boundary conditions between explicit solid and solutlon phases. It does
not rely on averaged values for porosity and permeablllty, and it Is well-
-suited for the analysis of spatial and temporal heterogeneities in solute
transport and reactions, as discussed above.

Rothman7 demonstrated the potential of LGA methods for modeling
flow through porous geologk media. Our representations of chemical
reactions and diffusion can be added to the LGA model of flow through
porous media to give a fully coupled model of water-rock reactions and
fluld flow. An example of a simple porous flow model is shown in Figure
8a. In this figure, the vectors represent the local fluid velocity without
surface reactions, averaged over seven adjacent nodes and over 1000
time steps. The concentration field that results from the reaction of a
wall mineral with an Initially undersaturated fluld Is clearly Inhomogeneous
(Figure 8b), The concentration wlthln the principle flow channel Is relatively
low, whereas the concentration In dead-end ~res and around obetructlons
ISrelatively high, Dlssolutlon within the ~re network is Illustrated in figure
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8c. This type of simulation nas Impormnt Imdicatlons for mcreasmg our
unchrstandmg of the relationship between porosty and permeatxlity m
dynamicsystems in which mmeral dissolution and growthalter the porous
structure of a rock.

The effect of reaction and transpod hetercgeneltles on the ovemtl evo-
Iubonof fluid composition and rock porOSity and permeabhty is not well
understood at ttmstime. but is certainly a function of ~luldvelocny, row
composltlon, and the geometry of the porous network. The LGA agproach
has the great potential to ad in mvestlgabons of these pnenomena.

V. Summary

We have presented a lattice gas automata mtiel which couples solute
transpoti with chemical reactior.s at mmeral surfaces and in pore networks.
The model can treat both surface-controlled and transporl controlled mm-
eral reactions because solute diffusion, fluld flow, and mmeral suflace
detachmen! processes are all treated expllcltiy.Uis partlcularfyuseful for
the analysis of porous media problems In wnlch fluid ffow and mmerat re-
actions are heterogeneous m space and time. The simplicity and flexibhty
of this Iattlce gas autOmata approach provides the abdity to study the mter-
relabonship between !fuld flow and chemlcat reacb0n!3m porous materials
at a level of complexity that has not been computatlonallypossible in tne
past.
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Figure Captlorw
Figure 1. Ciffusion process for a hypothetical solute in the LGA solvent.
Concentrations are associate with nodes, and carried by particles wnlcn
mix when multiple particles reside on a node.
Flgurs 2. Diffusion profiles at 1600 steps for 1282 box with :nitlal con-
centration step of 32 to 8 units. A concentration surface is illustrated in
8, while b shows average profile (solid line), one standard deviation from
averagg for each row (dotted lines), and extrema for eacn row (dashed
lines).

Figure 3. Comparison of dltiusion profiles for 0, 1000 and 10000 steps
(solid IlneS)with results from finite element calculation of Fickian ditfusion
(solid squares).
Figure 4. Reduced diffusion coefficient in nodes per time step relative to
avera~e density of lattlce pafllcles per direction per node for 1282 (solid
boxes). 322 (pluses), and 2562 (X) boxes.
Figure 5. Surface reaccon processes for undersaturated lattice par!icles
colliding wlih solld surface (0), rebounding m the next time step (b) with
cae pmlcie having Incremented its concentration, and after many con-
centration transfers to soiution, the transformation of a solid node into a
soiution node (c).
Figure 6. Representative probability functiori for dlssolutlon, equilibrium,
and precipitation as a function of con~.nhatlon which corresponds to a
transition state theory rate iaw,

Figure 7. Static dissolution experiment for a hypothetical singie compo-
nent soiid into a solution with Initial concentration of 10. A iine defect in
the center of the SOMphase dlssoives m~la rapidlyto create an etch pd.
The system configurationat 1000 time steps is shown In a. When surface
detachment reactions con~ol the rate of reaction, the concentration In me
etch pit Is oniy slightly elevated over buik soiution (b at 18000 time steps).
in contrast, when me dlseolution process Is partlaily corWolied by diffusion
In soiutlon, the concentration In tne etch plt IS signlflcantiy eievated and
equivalent etch pit depth is reached at 24000 time steps (c).
Figura 8. An example reaction in a pore network .-.:1 flowing soiutlon
results In modification of the structure from a at O time steps to b at 20fi
time steps. The Inltiai and Input soiutlon has zero concentration and in-
teraction with Soiuble waJis results In a heterogeneous concenll atlon fieid
and dlesoiutlonpattern (c).
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